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Before you start

Building on the knowledge and practical experience you gained in the first module, Setting 

the Scene, this unit will help you to develop a critical appreciation of different kinds of works in 

film and to develop and reflect upon your own film practice. While Setting the Scene focused 

primarily on developing your skills, techniques and understanding of the conventions of 

narrative cinema, Fact and Fiction invites you to use these skills to broaden your knowledge 

and experience of moving image practices in all their diversity. It gives you the opportunity 

to start pulling apart what you’ve learned, and trying out new ways of making meaning 

through images and sound. The unit investigates the blurred lines that exist between fact and 

fiction as presented through moving images: from cinematic fictional drama to documentary 

film to artist’s film and video. You will develop visual and conceptual research strategies and 

investigate diverse ways of gathering and manipulating audio and visual material in order to 

create meaning. In Setting the Scene you gained experience of different kinds of films and a 

broad knowledge of practical filmmaking skills; in Fact and Fiction you will develop a deeper 

knowledge of the range of practices in moving image, and a questioning and critical approach 

to watching and making moving images. This will help you to work out where you want to 

take your practice, and how you see it developing within the context of contemporary moving 

image work. 

The unit is a practical one but is also concerned with furthering an awareness of creative 

techniques and exploring artistic approaches by looking at selected historical and 

contemporary works. It will encourage you to view media critically, to identify the myriad 

techniques and devices that are employed, how they affect audiences, and how they can be 

incorporated into your own video work.

You will continue to use a Learning Log to document your coursework, your responses to work, 

and to reflect on the success of your own productions in achieving your stated aims.

Harold Pinter’s acceptance speech for the Nobel Prize for Literature is a passionate exposition 

and defense of the search for truth in art, in his case drama, and how it relates to truth in the 

world at large and especially in politics. He describes what is at stake in the search for truth, and 

the need to speak out against lies. He begins:

In 1958 I wrote the following: “There are no hard distinctions between what is real and 

what is unreal, nor between what is true and what is false. A thing is not necessarily 

either true or false; it can be both true and false.”

I believe that these assertions still make sense and do still apply to the exploration of 

reality through art. So as a writer I stand by them but as a citizen I cannot. As a citizen I 

must ask: What is true? What is false?

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PH96tuRA3L0 ]

Truth and lies, fact and fiction: these opposites are sometimes surprisingly slippery. Pinter’s 

remarks are particularly apt when applied to moving images. This is the starting point for the 

course, Fact and Fiction, which invites you to reflect on the meanings produced by moving 

images, to think about what is at stake, and to make your own films matter. 
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Course aims
The aims of this course are to help you:

• introduce and develop further technical skills for moving image work

• explore concepts, research and plan for the production of moving image work

• explore the relationship between fact and fiction in your still/moving image work and 

enable you to employ these techniques effectively in your own work

• develop your understanding of the media and moving image practices and reflect on your 

own practice.

Learning outcomes
On successful completion of this course, you’ll be able to:

• demonstrate an understanding of the technical skills for moving image work

• develop and present moving image work

• produce original pieces of still/moving image work

• demonstrate an understanding of media and moving image practices and reflect on your 

own learning.

Your tutor
Your tutor is your main point of contact with OCA. Before you start work, make sure that you’re 

clear about your tuition arrangements. The OCA tuition system is explained in some detail in 

your Student Handbook.

If you haven’t already done so, please write a paragraph or two about your experience to date. 

Add background information about anything that you think may be relevant for your tutor to 

know about you (your profile) – for example your experience of making art so far, your reasons 

for starting this course and what you hope or expect to achieve from it. Email your profile to 

your tutor as soon as possible. This will help him or her understand how best to support you 

during the course.

Course support
Your tutor is supported by the Course Support Advisors, who can answer questions relating to 

course documentation or OCA processes in between assignments / feedback points. You can 

email Course Support here: coursesupport@oca.ac.uk.
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Formal assessment
Read the section on assessment in your Student Handbook at an early stage in the course.

See also the study guide on assessment and getting qualified for detailed information about 

assessment and accreditation. You’ll find this on the OCA student website.

You should upload all your tutor reports to your GDrive folder.

It’s a good idea to write an overall evaluation that reflects on your learning journey as a whole, 

picks up on tutor feedback and highlights where your strengths lie or what you’d like to 

develop further. You only need to write one side of A4 but try and give a sense of how you’ve 

felt about your experiences on this course. Here you can assess, reflect on and select your best 

work and explain why you have chosen to submit what you have submitted. You should only 

submit work done during the course to your tutor or for formal assessment.

Please ensure that you have the most recent assessment guidelines to work from when you 

are preparing to submit. You’ll find these at: Link 1 (Click here on the link or see the end of the 

course guide. They are listed separately like this for ease of updating. You can also find them on 

the student site.)
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Preparing for assessment
If you decide to have your work formally assessed, you’ll need to spend some time at the end 

of the course preparing your finished work for submission. How you present your work to the 

assessors is of critical importance and can make the difference between an average mark and 

an excellent mark. Remember that your tutor is available to guide you on presenting your work.

Assessment criteria
The assessment criteria are central to the assessment process for this course, so if you’re going 

to have your work assessed to gain formal credits, please make sure you take note of these 

criteria and consider how each of the assignments you complete demonstrates evidence of 

each criterion. On completion of each assignment, and before you send your assignment to 

your tutor, test yourself against the criteria – in other words, do a self- assessment, and see how 

you think you would do. This will be helpful for your tutor to see, as well as helping you prepare 

for assessment. The assessment criteria are listed below:

Criterion

Demonstration of technical and visual skills: Materials, techniques, observational skills, 

visual awareness, design and compositional skills.

Quality of outcome: Content, application of knowledge, presentation of work in a coherent 

manner with discernment.

Demonstration of creativity: Imagination, experimentation, invention, personal voice.

Context: Reflection, research (learning logs).

The criteria have different weights which are used to determine your overall assessment mark. 

Details of the current weightings can be found in the resource section of the student website: 

Link 2
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Your learning log
The learning log is an integral element of every OCA course. If this is your first course with OCA, 

you’ll find guidance on what to include in a learning log and how to set up an online learning 

log/blog at the Resources page on the OCA student website.

You’re strongly recommended to use an online log or blog instead of (or in addition to) a 

physical learning log. A blog is a great way to consolidate and present your work, findings, 

observations and reflections for your tutor and peers to review. You can also include links to 

new research sources you’ve found so that these are available to your fellow students.

Setting up a blog is free and can be done through websites such as Blogger, Tumblr or 

Wordpress. Alternatively you can set up a blog using the OCA Wordpress blog template: Link 3

Reflection
Reflecting on the work you have completed – and on work you intend to do – is a key part of 

this course and a key part of your moving image practice. You are free to reflect in your own 

way at any point in the course, but you’ll find specific reflection points at the end of each 

exercise. Please don’t be tempted to rush or skip these. Your tutor and the course assessors will 

be looking carefully at the quality of your reflective thinking as part of their assessment of your 

work. Include your reflections, carefully labelled with the exercise number, in your learning log 

or blog.
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Plan ahead
This Level 1 course represents 400 hours of learning time (although some students may need 

to spend more than this). Allow around 20% of this time for reflection and developing your 

learning log.

As with all OCA courses, these course materials are intended to be used flexibly but keep your 

tutor fully informed about your progress. You’ll need to allow extra time if you decide to have 

your work formally assessed.

Getting feedback
At the end of each part of the course you’ll need to submit your work so that your tutor can give 

some feedback on your progress. This submission should include:

• your assignment work, with evidence of your process as well as the end point

• a selection of work from the preceding exercises

• your learning log or blog url.

You can share your work with your tutor by sending it in the post or by making it available 

digitally through your blog or a file-sharing site. Discuss this with your tutor.

Make sure that you label any work you send to your tutor with your name, student number and 

assignment number. Remember to email your tutor to tell them when you’re ready to submit so 

they know to expect a parcel if you’re sending work by post. Your tutor will get back to you as 

soon as possible after receiving your assignment but this may take a little time. Continue with 

your course while you’re waiting.

Note that you’re encouraged to reflect carefully on your tutor’s feedback in your learning log 

and, if appropriate, to rework or adjust your submitted work based on your tutor’s comments.
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Moving Image 1

Introduction

Ruth Maclennan, Hide, 2010 Production still and photograph from the book, Hide, AIR 2011 

©Anna Hart, AIR

Hide was a twelve-hour performance in Archway, from 8am to 8pm on May 17 th 2010, in which the artist Ruth 

Maclennan invited seven guests - artists, a novelist, a poet and falconer, an art critic and an amateur ornithologist 

- to join her in a ‘hide’ overlooking the entrance to Archway tube station in North London. Hide was streamed live 

on the internet creating a remote audience for Archway’s lived present. The twelve-hour live film was later edited 

and annotated into a book, Hide. The conversations cover a lot of ground, shifting from observations of the street 

below, to reflections on watching and desire, the philosophical significance of the ‘underground’, filming in the 

street, memory of place, learning, art and political engagement, and many other digressions.
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This unit will develop your critical, technical and organizational skills and personal vision in 

the area of moving image. Through a series of exercises, projects and assignments, guided 

and independent research, you will gain a sophisticated understanding and experience of the 

histories and genres of moving image, as well as an appreciation of the changing nature of film 

production, and ways of watching and distributing moving images in the digital age.       

The title Fact and Fiction, and the binary opposition it suggests, introduces the provocative 

question of the real in film and video.  It is the starting point for an investigation of the 

multitude of ways moving images produce meanings: including through different kinds 

of images (stills, archival images, landscape, close-ups, hand-held shots, text and graphics, 

digitally derived images...); through the editing of images and sound, voice and text; and, 

importantly, the contexts for reception (ways of watching) and distribution. 

Fact and Fiction invites you to question what is at stake in the meanings that moving images 

produce. What, or whose, reality is being referred to, or constructed?   To what uses, besides 

entertainment, has film-making been put –– to promote a cause or serve a revolution, to define 

a community or to rewrite history? How can you as a filmmaker find audiences for your work? 

And related to this, where does the film exist in the age of digital distribution and interactive 

production and reception? These and other questions will be addressed through looking at 

moving image works and discussing them, reading, and most importantly, making your own 

films. 

Fact and Fiction doesn’t attempt to present a survey of all filmmaking since its beginnings. 

Rather, through introducing examples of different kinds of films and themed investigations for 

each assignment, you are given the tools to pursue further independent research according to 

your own interests.   

Inspired by your guided and independent research, through your own projects, you will 

experiment with different techniques, approaches and sources, to develop your own voice and 

eye in making moving image works. You will critically engage with a range of documentary 

films, narrative films, and the rich history of artists’ moving image works that cross, bend, and 

play with genre. 

You will continue to use a Learning Log to record your working processes, your reflections on 

these and on the results, to document and discuss the works you look at, and your responses to 

your tutors’ feedback on your assignments. This is to help you learn to articulate your thoughts 

about what you are doing. The aim is to develop your own concerns, your practice, and your 

own, personal canon – the films, artworks, books, references, which are important to you.  It will 

also allow you to chart how far you have come, and return to ideas in the future. You may take 

part in critiques of work by other students on the course through your Learning Log, and an 

online forum. 
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Elements of the course

The course is built up of learning activities, which we define in this way:

Exercises 
Exercises are activities which teach you a specific skill or aspect of film making; either by 

making something yourself, or studying an example closely. You can come back to exercises 

and repeat them in order to hone your skills, and deepen your knowledge. Some exercises 

can be adapted to each new project – for instance you can follow the ‘editing tips’ for making 

different films. You can put them on your Learning Log if you wish. 

Project Films
This icon represents where there is a project film section. These are short films that will 

encapsulate a significant learning point, and will generate ideas for your assignments. For 

example to learn about using sound in an outside location, you will record field sounds, and 

edit them into a short film. You must do these films and upload them to your learning log. 

Assignments 
Assignments are films you make and send to your tutor, who will provide written or oral 

feedback (if the tutor prefers to give an online tutorial). You may then make adjustments and 

submit the assignment for assessment. The work will be assessed by two tutors. If you choose 

to be assessed for this course, you will be assessed on all these assignments except for the first 

assignment. The assessment films encapsulate the learning you’ve done in each part of the 

course.
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Ruth Maclennan, Call of North, 2014

Call of North was filmed near the Arctic Circle in Karelia in Northern Russia, on land and on sea, in the summer 

and winter. Images of driving snow around a lighthouse by the frozen sea are succeeded by the endless daylight 

and unceasing florescence of summer. Connections are made and unmade between sound and image, word and 

place. The film brings into focus a particular place – an ordinary place – on the White Sea near the Arctic Circle. It 

follows people’s relationships with the sea, and the changes that are happening with climate change and the geo-

political shift northward. The traumatic past of the ‘Zone’ – Stalin’s labour camps – and the purges, continues to be 

experienced as unfinished business, impossible to metabolize. The more recent economic collapse of the end of the 

Soviet Union, and the increasing political tensions of recent years and months are alluded to obliquely, hanging 

in the air. The soundtrack is a chorus of sounds recorded in the field, of birds, sea, insects, grass, trees and wind, as 

well as boats, trains and cars, interwoven with the voices of marine biologists, sailors, fishermen, a retired teacher, 

a kolkhoz worker and miner, a telephone engineer, a cook, a hotelier, a little boy, and many others who live here.  

The artist researched the film and recorded all the sounds, interviews and images during two short residencies. 

[LUX]
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Key stages in making a film

The stages in making a film will depend on the kind of film and on the people involved, but it is 

always useful to break down your processes into manageable steps, to work out a plan and to 

prepare for eventualities in advance. It is easier to be spontaneous and respond productively 

to opportunities and inspiration with a plan, even if you diverge from it. These stages are a 

guideline to help you work out your own needs and working processes, which you will use and 

develop for each project film and assignment. 

• Research and development: questions, themes, visual and conceptual ideas, materials. This 

stage is extremely important. It is when you work out what film you want to make. 

• Plan: location, people, script, shot list or storyboard, logistics for shoot. Note, this is not a 

course in screenwriting, (OCA offers specific courses in screenwriting: Writing 1: Scriptwriting 

and Writing 2: Moving on with Scriptwriting), but you are encouraged, if that is where your 

interests take you, to write scripts. You can find tutorials, and free software online to help 

you.  

For example: Link 4; free scriptwriting software: Link 5  

• Shoot: direction, completed shot list, sound recording; adapting and responding to the 

occasion.

• Edit: plan workflow, look through all materials, rough edits, drafts, feedback, reedit to final 

edit, reflect, and master.  ‘Reflect’ is perhaps the key word here – return to your original 

ideas; look closely at what you have, think about what it is saying – not what you wanted it 

to say; and be prepared to take risks, allow yourself to play with your material. 

• Exhibit: on your online Learning Log, at a screening, in an installation, as a DVD, on Vimeo, 

etc. Seek feedback, and keep on reflecting.  

Ellie Kyungran Heo, Island, 2015 http://elliekyungran.com/island-2015

This film features an island at the southern-most point of South Korea, which requires less than an hour to cover 

its terrain. On the island, there are two extremely contrasting atmospheres, from crowded hordes to hours of 

emptiness. These emphasise its position geographically and psychologically as an island. Ellie Kyungran Heo 

graduated from the Royal College of Art in Fine Art, in 2015. This was her graduation film.  
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Research strategies

Questions drive research. Questions lead to more questions, and your answers will be your 

films. Research can be many things, and involve a plethora of methods and resources. Think of 

the film as the result of a process in many stages, and each of those stages is important. Your 

initial inspiration may come easily, or be a struggle. It may stem from an experience you’ve 

had, or a book you’ve read or found, or archival documents, art works, relationships you want 

to explore, conversations you’ve had or overheard, news stories, uncomfortable situations, a 

memory of an encounter, or of an incident or a place. And behind this may lie a philosophical 

or political question that drives you, anything! Your research might involve reading and note-

taking, sketching, drawing diagrams, writing, playing, gathering data, bringing together a 

group of people to workshop an idea, or going out and interviewing people. 

The personal research journey you take is likely to be practical, intellectual, and intuitive, and 

a mixture of these, depending on your concerns and the needs of your project. Whatever 

directions you choose to take, it is important that you pursue something you care about, or 

perhaps are angry about, something that really fires you up.  

The film director Werner Herzog gives his students a lengthy reading list that includes the 

ancient Greeks up to contemporary novels, and everything in between. We will not be asking 

you to read Plato or Elena Ferrante, but it is worth drawing up your own list – of books, articles, 

essays and other texts that perhaps you have always wanted to read but haven’t got around to 

yet. There needn’t be any limits to your curiosity or the breadth of your knowledge, and there 

is no canon you must learn – you must build up your own collection of benchmark films, texts 

and inspiring authors and film-makers put these in your learning log. 

For each particular project, ask yourself what the film is for, and what research you need to 

do to make it. What do you want the film to do?  Are you trying to uncover a story that hasn’t 

been told? Do you want to provoke an audience into thinking or acting differently? Or do you 

just want to share a quiet epiphany with others? Follow your own interests, determinedly and 

rigorously – and sometimes distractedly as the distraction may lead you to something fruitful. 

Watch a lot of films, but also be open to inspiration in unexpected places. Be brave and be bold: 

visit and revisit locations, negotiate access, have conversations, build relationships and sustain 

them. Listen and watch, closely. Don’t be put off when something doesn’t work out as planned. 

The failure may turn out to be more interesting.  

You are developing your own voice – not finding it readymade. However, in the process, you 

will be examining and testing different strategies that others have used. In this course, you 

will watch films and analyze how they work, what they are doing, how they produce effects 

and affects, how they relate to specific film genres, and produce meaning.  All the while, the 

emphasis is on working out your own methods, your own interests, and the resources you 

will need to make a film, or several films, and get them seen in the way that you want, by the 

audiences you want.  Eventually you will find and develop your own rules or protocols for 

making your films. Link 6
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Plan and Shoot
The specific needs for each assignment will be addressed in each section. Revisit your notes 

from Setting the Scene, thinking about what shots suit your subject matter, the atmosphere 

you want to create, and the edit you have in your mind. Think about ‘shooting to an edit’. This 

means preparing a list of the scenes you want to shoot, and each of the shots that you want 

in each scene. You then carry out all the shots in the list, so that when you come to editing the 

film, you have all the material you anticipated needing.  You can also of course shoot more than 

just the list. For example you might want to have most of the shots hand-held, but introduce 

two or three anchoring shots, to allow the audience to settle their gaze. Or will it be one single, 

long shot, with no cuts? 

Editing tips
1. Don’t be too precious at the beginning. Try to throw together a sequence or two quickly, in 

order to have something to work from. 

2. If you don’t have any sound, try laying different kinds of sound over your images as you edit 

and see how it affects the rhythm and meaning of your sequence. Then try with no sound at 

all.

3. Avoid the quick fix soundtrack. Having laid different sounds over pictures (see 2.) note how 

seductive this can be, but too easy. Make sure the soundtrack is pulling its weight. It is at 

least as important as the images.

4. Avoid filler – shots that don’t add anything. Think what a shot is doing, and if it isn’t doing 

anything then cut it, however beautiful it is.  

5. Take a break from editing and come back to it later (a cup of coffee can be the perfect 

length of time). Save old drafts in a folder, but don’t keep looking at them. 

6. Look at your edit from across the room, with a friend, without sound, with different sound. 

Take some distance from it to see it afresh.

7. There is always a tough moment (or several) during an edit, when it feels like it just isn’t 

working, and you might want to throw it all away. This is an important stage, where you 

Ruth Maclennan, Call of North (2014-5)
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may be on the brink of a breakthrough. If you’re stuck for a while, take a break and think 

about what you have done, and what you might do with the material. Perhaps go back 

to the original plans for the film and pit the original ideas for the film against the actual 

material you have. Give yourself a list of tasks to try out, and play around with the results.  If 

you can, try to project the work large, or at least look at it on a big screen or monitor. Attend 

to the details (of a shot, of an edit, of the rhythm, of the titles). 

8. Of course, back up your footage and editing projects, frequently, on several external hard 

drives.

9. How do I know the piece is finished? The answer to this is personal, but there are practical 

tips for getting there:  set a strict deadline and stick to it; show the finished work to 

someone without telling them much about it beforehand and get feedback; can you cut 

anything out of it to make it better, or add anything?

Exhibition 
Thinking about how and where you would ideally like to show your film is important. It may feel 

premature to be thinking about this at this stage, but it will help you think about what kind of 

film you are making.  A two-minute video on a loop or four-hour filmed performance without a 

plot might work best projected as an installation in a gallery where viewers can come and go.  

Gallery situations can be flexible, and allow you to show moving image with other media in a 

multitude of configurations. A documentary on a complex subject that you want the audience 

to watch all the way through needs a context that allows the audience to concentrate. This 

might be in a cinema in a curated festival programme of documentary films that relate to yours. 

Or perhaps you prefer your film to be seen on someone’s laptop, in the privacy of their own 

home, or on a mobile phone or tablet. If you want to make films for television that too is a very 

specific context, where you are likely to be at the mercy of commissioning editors, producers 

and budgets. 

A film of course can be shown in many different contexts, some of which are more controllable 

(by you) than others. First of all, however, before your film finds its ideal audience and viewing 

platform, you will upload it to your Learning Log, and your audience will be your tutor, and your 

peers, if you contribute to a student forum.  
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The Syllabus: Exercises, project films and assignments

Jean Vigo, A propos de Nice, 1930

Introductory exercise 1: How does a film tell a story?
To get started, you will read Section One of Documentary Film: A very Short Introduction, 

and then watch one of the films mentioned, Jean Vigo’s A propos de Nice (1930). You will 

take notes in your learning log about how the film is made – the locations (the street, in a 

café…), the shots (close-up, from above, at an angle…), the editing – and your thoughts on 

the meanings produced. What kinds of shots are used, what different points of view does 

the camera take, and what do they reveal? What meanings are suggested by the editing, the 

juxtaposition of disconnected images? Choose three examples of edits (cuts from one shot 

to another, or superimposed images) that are particularly striking to you, and explain what 

you see, what the edits suggest, and why you think they are effective. What else do you 

notice about this film, in terms of the way it looks and the rhythms created by the shots and 

the editing? What do you think the film is saying about the society it depicts? 

The film, A Propos de Nice, is easily available on the web. (Link 7). This exercise is not 

assessed. If you enjoyed this film, follow it with Vigo’s 1934 film, his last, L’Atalante. 

Patricia Aufderheide, Documentary Film: A very Short Introduction, OUP, 2007.

Available on Google Books here: Link 8
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Further Reading
Mulvey, Laura. “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”, in Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory 

Readings, edited by Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen. New York: Oxford UP, 1999, pp 833-44 This 

essay continues to be very influential.  

Five assignments
Each of the following five assignments is preceded by a series of exercises and a project 

film to help you gradually build up your knowledge of film practices, to develop your own 

research trajectory and methods, and to gain confidence in articulating your views. They aim 

to stimulate experimentation in all the different aspects of making a moving image work, and 

to enable you to reflect on the meanings that your techniques produce. The exercises, project 

films and the first assignment Self-Portraits are not assessed. You are however encouraged 

to seek feedback on your work from your peers, and to share experiences through your 

Learning Log and/or an online forum. Your tutor will provide written or oral feedback on each 

assignment, including Self-Portraits. If you are being assessed for this course the assignments 

will be assessed after you have received your tutor’s feedback, made any adjustments and 

submitted the assignment for assessment. 

1. Self-Portraits

2. Places:  Locating sound and image

3. Lost and Found: Raiding the archive

4. Making up the Rules

5. Personal Project

Introductory exercise 2: My own film canon 
Write a list of your five top films. For each film, write a short explanation of why you chose 

it. Be as specific as possible, perhaps describing a scene that encapsulates why you love 

this film e.g. in Woody Allen’s film Annie Hall the lead character Annie’s touching clumsiness 

when she comes off the tennis court and suggests to Woody Allen that he could drive her 

home, captures the awkwardness and excitement of an initial attraction and is incredibly 

well observed and the dialogue feels spontaneous and unscripted. If possible provide a link 

to the films, if they are available online.  You can revisit this canon during the course, and 

afterwards, add to it, and change it.  
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Amy Hardie, The Edge of Dreaming (2009)

This is the story of a rational, sceptical woman, a mother and wife, who does not remember her dreams. Except 

once, when she dreamt her horse was dying. She woke so scared she went outside in the night. She found him 

dead. The next dream told her she would die herself, when she was 48. The Edge of Dreaming charts every step 

of that year. The film explores life and death in the context of a warm and loving family, whose happiness is 

increasingly threatened as the dream seems to be proving true.  From the kids reaction to their horses’ death (they 

taught the dog a new trick - called ‘dead dog’), the film mixes humour, science and married life as Amy attempts to 

understand what is happening to her. [from www.edgeofdreaming.co.uk/synopsis.htm]
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Moving Image 1

Part one

Self-Portraits

Douglas Gordon, Self Portrait of You & Me (Steve McQueen), 2006 (cut-out colour coupler 

print), © Bridgeman Images
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Use the table below to keep track of your progress thoughout Part One.

Exercise Page Complete

Exercise 1: Research self-portraits in film 27

Exercise 2: Make a film portrait in still images 30

Exercise 3: Your life in 30 seconds 30

Exercise 4: a voice-over for a self-portrait of 

30secs-2 mins.

32

Project film

Project film: A different story of your life in 

under 3 minutes

34
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Introduction

The self-portrait is a classic genre for artists in all media — think of Rembrandt’s, Frida Kahlo’s 

and Andy Warhol’s multiple self-portraits, or the insertion of the painter’s self-portrait in 

Velazquez’s Las Meninas. More recently, think of the British artist Gavin Turk’s infamous English 

Heritage blue plaque, Gavin Turk: Sculptor, worked here 1989-1991, for which he failed his degree 

at the Royal College of Art. For this first assignment you will make a film self-portrait.  The idea 

is not to produce an exhaustive film CV, but to think imaginatively and critically about what it 

might mean to make a portrait of yourself, and to experiment with your ‘self’ as subject matter.  

This is an opportunity to introduce yourself — or a version, or aspect, of yourself — to your 

tutor and to your colleagues on the course (if you choose to share your work on a student 

forum, which you are encouraged to do). 

If you plan to be assessed on this course, this assignment will not be assessed, but is an 

important introduction to your tutor, who will give you feedback, and to colleagues if you 

choose to share your work on a student forum.

 

Janette Parris, Brief Encounters, 2015

www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsdAAWCWmBY

Janette Parris made Brief Encounters for Deptford X Contemporary Arts Festival, 2015. The artist transforms her 

encounters with people in the neighbourhood into a short animated film. She used simple animation techniques 

in Adobe Flash, and brought the images and sound together using Adobe Premiere. 
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What better place to begin thinking about fact and fiction than the self-portrait? You will 

do research into contemporary and historical self-portraiture and self-presentation. You will 

research ideas about the relationship between author/artist and subject and consider its 

implications for thinking about self-portraiture in still and moving digital images today. You will 

record a voice-over. 

To prepare for this assignment you will look at a few self-portrait films and film memoirs and 

reflect on the ambiguities of the representation of a ‘self’. What happens to the idea of the 

author or filmmaker when he or she becomes the ostensible subject matter of the film? How 

is that relationship expressed – are there particular devices used? What is at stake in these film 

self-portraits? You will complete several exercises to explore ideas and techniques, and to play 

with the possibilities of the idea of the self-portrait. There is no prescribed approach for making 

your self-portraits, and this is an opportunity to experiment, and also to think about what you 

want to show or say about yourself.  You are after all the expert in the subject of your self, and 

how you wish to work with your material is up to you.  

Amy Hardie, The Edge of Dreaming (2009)
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Exercise 1: Research self-portraits in film 
There are many kinds of first-person films and videos, diary films, travelogues, video 

letters, film-poems, confessional self-portraits. For some filmmakers it is an important 

strand of their work. A portrait can be a means of being direct and intimate, an elaborate 

construction of an identity, a political act or all of these. 

Look at artists’ self-portrait films, and then at artists’ websites, and others’ who present 

themselves online; what filming techniques do people use to portray themselves (a talking 

head straight to camera, a voice-over over a selection of images, re-enactment of scenes 

from their lives)? Build up your own library/gallery of film self-portraits that intrigue you. 

Notice the contexts for which these self-portraits are produced: the internet (e.g. the 

ubiquitous video blog), the cinema for a feature film like Agnès Varda’s The Beaches of Agnès, 

or a gallery or film festival for short films. Choose three of the films listed below and write 

100 words about each on your Learning Log. 

When looking at and writing about the self-portrait films in your Learning Log, think about 

how they were made: the technical, formal aspects of the film, what you actually see and 

hear. So for instance in John Smith’s Dad’s Stick. 2012 (LUX) you see objects, which belonged 

to the filmmaker’s father and titles that don’t necessarily relate directly to the image. Or in 

Jayne Parker’s Almost Out, 1985 (LUX) the filmmaker and her mother are sitting naked in 

an editing suite, each interviewing the other. Once you’ve worked out what you’re looking 

at (which isn’t necessarily as simple as the previous examples), then you can work out for 

yourself what you think is going on, what the film is saying, and what you think about it.  

Are there wider themes to which the film refers, beyond the exploration of a particular 

self-portrait such as the visibility or invisibility of women filmmakers, or the construction of 

time through images, or the capacity of objects to contain and tell stories? Sometimes the 

meanings that you sense cannot be reduced to a few sentences, and it can feel glib to do 

so. However, taking notes, or jotting down a sketch of a scene or a shot that strikes you, and 

trying to pinpoint or even reproduce the specific effects you are noticing are all useful and 

inspiring ways of learning a film vocabulary for using in your own works.  

Questions to ask of the films: 

• Is the film telling a story of the whole life, or of a particular incident? Is the personality of 

the ‘self’ most important, or are ideas (the power of dreams for instance in Amy Hardie’s 

The Edge of Dreaming) or a dramatic life-story the focus?  

• Describe what is original about the film, what the impetus behind it is. Several of the 

examples below focus on a relative – the father or mother – of the artist filmmaker, but 

also present a self-portrait through the relationship between the artist and the relative. 

(for example, Claire Hooper’s Aiode, 2011, (LUX). 

• Whose body is shown – who is performing? Is it the author/artist or is an actor playing 

the artist? What voices do you hear? What devices are used to construct a story or build 

a character? What else might be used instead?  Is the filmmaker using him or herself for 

some other purpose than that of presenting a self-portrait? If so, what ideas are being 

put across, and how is the filmmaker using him or herself in the film? Do you think it is 

effective, and why?
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Below is a list of self-portrait films. All except The Beaches of Agnès and The Edge of Dreaming 

are short films.  Watch as many as you can, and then choose three to write 100 words about 

in your Learning Log: 

• Duncan Cowles, Directed by Tweedie, 2014 

Link 1 a portrait of the film-maker’s grandfather, engaging the grandfather in the film 

making process.  

• Matt White’s Past Lies. Link 2 You can read about the work here: Link 3 

• Charles Lofton, I like Dreaming, 6 mins., 1994 (LUX) Link 4 

• Janette Parris, Brief Encounters, 2015 Link 5

• John Smith’s Hotel Diaries series, Link 6 and Dad’s Stick, 2012, a five-minute film that 

tells the story of three objects that belonged to the artist’s father. [LUX]

• Guy Sherwin, Man With Mirror, 1976-2011 Link 7 - a filmed performance. Don’t read 

the description first, just watch the film! More information about Sherwin can be found 

on the LUX website.

• Steina Vasulka, Violin Power, 10mins., 1970-78 Link 8 

• Agnès Varda’s The Beaches of Agnès, 2008 available for download or as a DVD (Link 9 - 

for a trailer; and Link 10 for an interview with Varda about the making of the film). This 

feature length film by the artist is very playful and inventive and touches on many of 

the themes of her life and work.  Her reflections on film-making and ageing, on being 

a woman in film behind rather than in front of the camera, and the joy she takes in 

filmmaking are all reasons for watching this.  The film is also useful for thinking about 

the way storytelling can blur lines between documentary and fiction. 

This exercise is designed to give you ideas when you come to make your own self-portrait 

film. Your starting point could be something that belongs to you, or that you wish did 

- an object or an image. You could start with a room, [John Smith’s Hotel Diaries] or an 

outdoor place; a rhythm or colour, a word, a sentence, or even a date; another person [John 

Akomfrah – interviewed for Tate Shots, Link 11]; even a dream, or something only you could 

ever think of. You might choose an event in your life that you were involved in, or witness to, 

and show that through images, or a location, or a re-enactment, or an allegorical sequence 

of images or frames  
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Before you embark on the next exercise, reflect for a moment on the self-portraits that you 

come across all the time in everyday life. How do people present themselves on social media, 

on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter - what kinds of self-portraiture emerge? How is the portrait 

constructed, and for whom? What might be the effects – on viewers and on the author – of this 

kind of self-portraiture? You can find further examples of self-portraits in video blogs, YouTube 

celebrity channels, selfies (see ‘Finding the Self in a Selfie’ by Adam Gopnik, The New Yorker, 

October 2015, Link 12. 

 

Hollis Frampton’s Nostalgia, 38 mins., 1971 [LUX] 

Still images succeed each other, each one burning up before the next one appears. The commentary rather 

than describing the image on view, anticipates the next one to come. “At any moment, we are listening to a 

commentary about a photograph that we shall be seeing in the future and looking at a photograph that we have 

just heard about. We are pulled between anticipation and memory. The nature of the commentary reinforces the 

complexity; it arouses our sense of anticipation by referring to the future; it also reminisces about the past, about 

the time and conditions under which the photographs were made. The double time sense results in a complex, rich 

experience.” Bill Simon on Nostalgia, quoted from www.Hollisframpton.org.uk/nostalgia.htm 
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Exercise 2: Make a film portrait in still images  
• Equipment you might use:  a video camera that can take stills, or use stills captured from 

your video footage; a phone camera; a digital stills camera, or an SLR camera – using 

slide or print film. Or you could scan photographs (your own, newspaper or magazine 

photos) and using Photoshop or other image software insert them into a video 

sequence. 

• Inspired by Hollis Frampton’s Nostalgia Link 13 using still images, create a short 

sequence (under 1 minute) that could be a self-portrait. You might take an old 

photograph, or image; or make your own stills, or use found images. At this stage sound 

can be used, either that you have recorded or other non-diegetic (overlaid) sound, but 

not a voice- over. You can choose to make the film silent. 

Exercise 3: Your life in 30 seconds
• Tell a story of your own life in 30 seconds that uses visual and/or audio materials 

gathered over several days, or years (i.e. archive materials, video footage). The purpose 

of this exercise is to think and work economically: What can you show in only 30 

seconds? How might you structure that time? Will you have 10 three-second shots, or 

three 10-second shots, or one take? There are 25 (or 24) frames a second, so what might 

you do with them all?  You might think of this exercise as a film-Haiku where a minutely 

observed episode reveals an overlooked truth.  

• Look at the photographs of Hiroshi Sugimoto, for instance his Portrait photographs, in 

which he photographs waxworks of famous people replicating the kind of lighting used 

in Renaissance painting. What ideas do these portraits suggest to you about the ‘real’? 

And what do they suggest about the way we think and feel about portraiture –– what is 

a portrait meant to show? What do we desire from portraits? What do these portraits say 

about contemporary ideas about the past?
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Hiroshi Sugimoto, Henry VIII from Portraits series, 1999

www.sugimotohiroshi.com/wax.html

In the sixteenth century, Flemish court painter to the British [English – ed.] Crown 

Hans Holbein the Younger (1497-1543) gave us the imposingly regal portrait 

of Henry VIII now kept in London’s Royal Portrait Gallery. Based on this Holbein 

portrait, the wax figure artisans of Madam Tussaud’s in their consummate skill 

recreated an absolutely faithful likeness of the king. Which allowed me–based on 

my own studies into the Renaissance lighting Holbein might have painted by – to 

re-do the Royal Portrait, substituting photography for panting, the sole recording 

medium available at the time. If this photograph now appears lifelike to you, you 

had better reconsider what it means to be alive here and now. Hiroshi Sugimoto
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Exercise 4: a voice-over for a self-portrait of 30secs-2 mins.
You will record a short, spoken audio sequence to use as a voice-over for a film (that you 

may or may not make; or it could be used over one of the previous exercise films). It could 

be a monologue that you have written and then either read yourself, or ask someone else to 

read; or it could be an interview with someone – for instance asking them about you. Or you 

could ask another person to interview you. You can approach the voice-over in whatever 

way you like, while still considering the idea of the self-portrait. 

 

The voice-over: speaking to images 
• Voice-overs are ubiquitous, especially in television documentaries. In many recent 

nature documentaries it is conventional to leave human beings out of the picture 

in order to focus on the animals or plants that are being filmed. The mechanisms of 

the making of the film, the camera crew, the technical equipment, the support staff, 

transportation etc. are hidden, not to mention the nearby highway or oil refinery that 

might spoil the impression of untainted ‘nature’.  What does leaving the body of the 

speaker out of the picture suggest to you? What kind of authority does the voice-over 

suggest? Do you think it is justified? Why? What other ways might ideas and information 

be communicated? In making your voice-over and your self-portrait films, reflect on 

these questions.  

• The documentary film Bitter Lake by Adam Curtis for the BBC, was made to be 

distributed directly through BBC Iplayer, rather than being shown on television first. It 

Tamara Krikorian, Vanitas, 9 mins. 1977 [LUX]

http://lux.org.uk/collection/works/vanitas

‘Vanitas came after seeing a French painting attributed to Nicolas Tournier 

at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, An Allegory of Justice and Vanity . 

Vanitas is a self-portrait of the artist and at the same time an allegory of 

the ephemeral nature of television.’ - T.K. The voices one hears are recorded 

from the television which is visible in the mirror.
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uses a voice-over and titles, as well as lots of different kinds of video footage and stills, 

from various sources. Link 14 What effect do the different kinds of footage, the voice-

over, and the titles have on the viewer? 

• Artists and filmmakers have used voice-overs in other ways, some which subvert the 

assumed authoritative voice, and others that are not designed to be authoritative or tell 

you what to think. Examples include: 

• Ruth Maclennan’s Capital (2007) (LUX) Link 15 

• John Smith’s Hotel Diaries (2001-7) Link 16 Chris Marker’s La Jetée Jetée (on DVD or 

full low quality versions are available online)
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Project film: A different story of your life in under 3 minutes
• Luke Fowler’s ‘Tenement’ films Link 17 explore the self-portrait in relation to other 

people and things George (5 mins. 2008), David, (3 mins. 2009), Lester, (3 mins. 2009) 

Helen (3 mins. 2009) and Anna, (3 mins. 2009) Link 18

• Tell a different story, to give a different self-portrait in up to 3 minutes. Drawing on 

self-portraits that you have watched to do the exercises above, you will borrow some 

elements of the strategies and techniques used. You might use elements of a script, a 

performance, sound, text, light, found footage, a location, or work collaboratively with 

other people. If you decide to use titles or a voiceover, use them inventively. Upload the 

film to your Learning Log. 

In doing these exercises, the project film and looking at self-portrait films, you will get 

beyond the notion of narrative film and documentary as completely separate genres or 

categories.  At the end of these exercises you should be able to describe what you have 

learned, what you were trying to achieve, how and why you worked as you did. And when 

you have finished the exercise and project films, you will reflect on the results. You should 

be able to discuss two or three self-portrait moving image works that you have watched 

from those listed, or other films you have researched, and what you found interesting about 

them. 

Consider how your own work might relate to the self-portrait films you have watched, and 

the decisions you made along the way.  You should think about what you’d like to do next 

with this project.
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Agnès Varda, The Beaches of Agnès, 2008
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Assignment 1 A portrait of a self

Your self-portrait is between 3 and 5 minutes, single screen, with or without sound and colour. 

You may develop one of the exercises, or start something new. You may like to push further 

with the idea of constructing a self through film. This could include representing yourself 

within or associated with a social or political milieu (a place you work in, or feel connected 

to) or you might devise a method for documenting your own thoughts or experiences. 

Think of the devices you have watched so far (superimposed images, found images, stills, 

lip-synching, voice-over, montage…). You may find your finished film resembles a particular 

genre: a documentary, an essay film, a performance for film, a film-poem or memoir. In your 

film you might use many or just one of the following: performance/acting, still images, simple 

animation, a voice over, titles, sound, a location (found, or constructed, i.e. invented)… 

Think about the ‘how’ and the ‘why’ of the self-portrait –– the who and the what will become 

apparent through the means and motivations of your film. In your Learning Log, describe 

how you would show this film: is it for Youtube or Vimeo, for a gallery installation, a DVD or 

download, for cinema or television (think of Channel 4 Random Acts strand)?
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Background for Assignment 1: A brief and partial history 
of the invention of the filmed self-portrait  

Portrait and self-portrait artworks: inventing a self

Marcel Duchamp

Marcel Duchamp is the artist who invented 

the ‘readymade’ in art: he inserted an existing 

object (first of all a urinal, later wine racks, 

bicycle wheels and other things) into a 

gallery, signed it with a pseudonym (R. J. 

Mutt) and called it art, thus throwing up in 

the air all the received ideas about what art 

should or could be, and playing with the 

possibilities of inventing an author. Duchamp 

used photography to stage the artist –– as 

a genteel French lady, Rrose Selavy, whose 

name means ‘Eros is life’. This playing with 

the persona of the artist has been used by 

successive generations of artists, (for instance 

Walid Raad and Cindy Sherman, on the 

following pages). Thinking of the artist as an 

invented character is a useful counterpoint to 

the idea of an authentic self-portrait. 

Duchamp’s readymades, and his 

presentations of archives of his own works as 

new art works (the Green Box) are important 

to artists’ filmmaking because of the way that 

they ask philosophical questions that relate to 

making art, whether images or objects, or any 

other physical form. Marcel Duchamp is also elliptical and difficult, which leaves his work open 

to reinterpretations over the years. Some of the questions his work asks are directly pertinent 

to moving images and have been picked up by artists and filmmakers: How does art relate to 

the rest of the objects in the world? How do artists’ activities relate to the other activities that 

people do? Duchamp is arguably an important influence in the USA especially from the 1960s 

onwards when video cameras became portable and affordable. Artists who are not trained in 

filmmaking use them as another tool with which to experiment: to document performances, to 

make abstract moving images, to make installations using lots of TV monitors, and importantly 

to make politically motivated works that radically challenge mainstream film and television.

Man Ray, Rrose Selavy (Marcel Duchamp), 

1920, (photograph) Available at: www.

wikiart.org/en/man-ray/rrose-selavy-

alias-marcel-duchamp-1921 [Accessed: 

14/02/17]
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Andy Warhol

Andy Warhol picks up Duchamp’s mantle 

(though he prefers blonde wigs to hats and 

fox fur). His self-portraits are so famous we 

don’t even notice them anymore. More 

interesting for the filmed self-portrait are 

Andy Warhol’s Screen Tests (1964-66). A 

Google video search brings up a large 

number of them. How do they compare 

with contemporary video blogs? Notice the 

way you look at the subjects, who know and 

feel they are being looked at. What do you 

make of them? After looking at these, look at 

Douglas Gordon’s series that are a response 

to Andy Warhol’s work, Self-portrait of You + 

Me (from 2007). 

Andy Warhol, Screen Tests, 1964-

66 Available at: www.google.com/

culturalinstitute/beta/u/0/asset/screen-

tests-1964-66/IAGpFUQw13gjIw  

[Accessed: 14/02/17]

Douglas Gordon, Self Portrait of You + Me (Sofia Loren), 2006 (smoke and mirror; in seven parts)  

© Bridgeman Images

The most recent self-portraits allude to Gordon’s uneasy affinity for Andy Warhol, which has often impacted the 

content and tone of his work. Warhol’s immortalized cultural icons here as charred, browned bits of commercial 

reproductions floating on mirrored backgrounds, singed remnants of the heroic originals that nonetheless possess 

an eerily powerful presence. Gordon’s portraits underscore Warhol’s phenomenal resonance in today’s art world, 

while capturing the self-reflexive nature of the post-Warholian period. 
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Cindy Sherman

Cindy Sherman: Untitled Film Stills – series of photographs in which Sherman performs stock 

female characters from particular film genres, pointing to the stereotypes that persist in film. 

She began the series in 1977. Link 19 

Chantal Akerman

Chantal Akerman: Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles, 1975 – is a fictional 

portrait made to seem like a self-portrait or diary film; Là-bas is a self-portrait, 2012.  Jeanne 

Dielmann is a landmark in French film. The slow, day-to-day pace of the film which seems to 

observe the matter of life and real time as it unfolds, combined with its subject matter (the 

life of a mother who works as a prostitute to keep the household going) are remarkable and 

original. 

The Atlas Group

The Atlas Group is an art project in the form of a fictional collective by the artist Walid Raad.  

The works include films, documents, an archive, lectures, and writings, that explore the history 

and contemporary situation in Lebanon, and recently of other places in the Middle East. The 

confusion between the artist and the collective, and the unstable status of the works which 

seem like documentaries but are also somehow staged, or fictional, can be powerful reflections 

on the ways we come to understand the news, history, conflict through the media and popular 

culture: Link 20; and Link 21 

Our Online Selves

Our Online Selves: people produce and present different aspects of themselves online. We all 

also unwittingly leave data about ourselves through credit card transactions, internet use and 

surveillance cameras. This might be described as leaving behind an unintentional self-portrait. 

Cindy Sherman, Untitled #92, 1981 (colour coupler print), © Bridgeman Images
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Further research

More self-portrait films, and films in which the protagonists are involved in presenting 

themselves:  

• Marcus Coates, Journey to the Lower World (2002), and Dawn Chorus (2007), an installation of 

multiple screens, in which people’s voices are recorded and manipulated to mimic birdsong. 

Watch a description, Link 22, Link 23 and Link 24 

• Maya Deren, At Land, 1944: Link 25

• Martha Rosler, The Semiotics of the Kitchen, 1975: Link 26

• Gillian Wearing Family Series, 2003, much of her work is around self-portraiture:  

Link 27

• Margaret Tait, A Portrait of Ga, is a film portrait of Tait’s mother: Link 28 information about 

Tait and her other films are available through LUX. 

• John Akomfrah, Genome Chronicles, 2009 [LUX] is a short film.  

‘In the space of a few days in 1998, filmmaker John Akomfrah lost two people very 

close to him: his mother and a friend, the British artist Donald Rodney. The Genome 

Chronicles is the filmmaker’s response to these events in the form of a ‘song cycle’ in 

ten parts, which combines his own footage of repeated trips to the Scottish islands 

of Skye and Mull with Rodney’s own Super 8 footage.‘ 

[LUX website]

In the following interview, John Akomfrah (one of the founders of Black Audio Film Collective) 

describes why he and his colleagues set up the BAFC. He talks about his concerns and his 

practice: Studio Visit by TateShots is available on Youtube: Link 29 
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Hollis Frampton, Nostalgia, 1971 (LUX)

Margaret Tait, A Portrait of Ga (LUX)
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On authorship and identity 
While making your self-portraits, you may find yourself asking questions about authorship 

and identity. These two texts famously interrogate these concepts and suggest that they are 

not straightforward. They are philosophical and political in tone and content, but bear close 

reading, especially if these are questions that intrigue you.   

Roland Barthes, The Death of the Author essay (1967) Link 30; included in Barthes, Roland, Susan 

Sontag, ed. A Barthes Reader. New York: Hill and Wang, 1982 Stuart Hall, Who needs ‘identity?’ 

(2000) from du Gay, P. Evans, J. and Redman, P (eds.) Identity: a reader pp 15-30 155.2 IDE: Sage 

Publications Inc.

On Feminism and Film
Film has been an important vehicle for feminist movements, and the filmed documentation of 

feminist performance in the 1960s and 1970s is a landmark. Feminist filmmakers such as Martha 

Rosler used film to question the representation of women’s lives, identities and experiences, to 

question ideas of the self, the tyranny of domestic life, and gender stereotypes. 

Women artists and film-makers have been vocal on the need to liberate women from 

oppressive stereotyping, but also in drawing attention to the value of work by women artists.  

Maya Deren (1917-1961) who uses herself as a figure in her experimental films from the 1940s 

(Meshes of the Afternoon and At Land) and the self-portrait photographs of Claude Cahun (1894-

1954) continue to exert huge influence on artists today, and their works are celebrated. The 

contemporary filmmaker Sarah Pucill has made two films based on the life and works of Claude 

Cahun (Confessions to the Mirror, 2016, and Magic Mirror, 2013). 

‘Feminism posed the apparently simple question of who speaks when a woman in film 

speaks (as character, as director); Akerman insisted convincingly that her films’ modes 

of address rather than their stories alone are the locus of their feminist perspective. The 

many arguments about what forms a “new women’s cinema” should be resolved around 

a presumed dichotomy between so-called realist (meaning accessible) and avant-

garde (meaning elitist) work; Akerman’s films rendered such distinctions irrelevant and 

illustrated the reductiveness of the categories.’  

(Janet Bergstrom describing the filmmaker Chantal Akerman in an essay for ‘Sight & Sound’, 

quoted on the ICA website) 

Film continues to be a means for performing and questioning who one is or what one could 

be. The self-portrait can be a vehicle for expressing identification with a particular group, tribe 

or idea, for identifying with Civil rights and other liberation movements, with Post-colonial 

theory, Queer Studies and others. These have all produced film cultures associated with them. 

There isn’t the space to cover these complex and often contested histories here, but your own 

curiosity and the suggested films in the course may lead you to further research. 


